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Abstract
The aims of this study are to explore the effect of different scales in the high spectral data on the
estimation of chlorophyll content of apple leaves, to find out the optimal differential window scale
and to establish a model for estimating the chlorophyll content of apple leaves. Taking the apple
leaves as the research object, the actual spectral reflectance of the leaves was determined by the
ASD Field Spec 3 spectrometer and the chlorophyll contents of the leaves were measured in the
laboratory. Firstly, the differential transformations from 1 to 30 window scales were done for actual spectral data respectively, and correlation analyses were done between apple leaf chlorophyll
content and differential data, then two sensitive wavelengths were chosen under each window.
Secondly, taking five consecutive differential windows as a group, the best differential window
was selected in each group. Lastly, after the conversion of two sensitive wavelengths in six differential windows, relationship analyses between chlorophyll content of apple leaves and two sensitive wavelengths were done, then two new parameters with the largest correlation coefficient
were chosen to establish estimation model. Results showed that with increasing differential window, the determination coefficient (R2) of estimation model decreased after an initial increase, the
tipping point was at the 13th differential window scale. Testing the partial least squares (PLS)
model and the stepwise regression (SR) model established under differential window scale of the
13th, the R2 of the SR model was higher than that of the PLS model. The RMSE and RE% of the SR
model were lower than that of the PLS model, which showed that SR model was more suitable to
estimate chlorophyll content.
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1. Introduction

Chlorophyll content in plant leaves is a good indicator for plant nutrition, photosynthetic capacity, growth and
development [1] [2]. Most traditional chlorophyll content diagnosis of vegetation was sampled and analyzed in
the laboratory. Though the results are more accurate, it can’t meet the demand of fast and efficient precision
agriculture because of time-consuming and high cost. In recent years, with the continuous development of hyperspectral remote sensing technology, to monitor vegetation biochemical components in real-time, accurate and
rapid has become possible. At present, the hyperspectral estimations of chlorophyll content of crops have been
studied in corn [3] [4], wheat [5] [6], soybean [7] [8], cotton [9]-[12], rice [13] [14] and other crops. In the study
of fruit trees, Zhu et al. analyzed the hyperspectral characteristics of apple leaves, and established a model for
monitoring the pigment content based on spectral parameters [15]. Li et al. researched the correlation between
SPAD and chlorophyll contents of apple leaves and built the regression models between the Soil and Plant Analyzer Development (SPAD) value and chlorophyll contents of apple leaves based on first differential spectral
value [16]. Liang et al. found that the estimation models, which leaf chlorophyll index (LCI), the combinations
of 521 nm and 523 nm first differential value as variables, have the highest accuracy [17]. Fang et al., Pan et al.
constructed the quantitative relationship model between apple canopy chlorophyll content and canopy spectral
characteristics parameters [18] [19]. The above studies on chlorophyll content, the differential scale used in the
transformation of the actual spectral data was the 2nd, there was no research on the different differential scale of
spectral data transformation and the selection of the best differential scale. Taking Qixia County of Shandong
Province as the study area, Red Fuji apple tree of full bearing fruit was selected to be the research object. The
hyperspectral data and chlorophyll content of apple leaves were determined. The differential transformation of
different window scales was done to actual spectral data. Sensitive wavelengths were selected and the models of
spectral parameters were constructed. After comparison, the estimation model and the best first differential
window of chlorophyll content in apple leaves were determined.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
Apple leaves were collected from Qixia County of Shandong Province (37˚05'N to 37˚32'N, 120˚33'E to
121˚15'E). It is located in the center of the Jiaodong Peninsula. Its territory is dominated by mountain hills in
which the mountain accounted for 72.1%, the hills accounted for 21.8% and plain accounted for 6.1%. Average
altitude is 178 meters. Its climate is defined as sub-humid monsoon. The average annual rainfall is 754 mm. The
average annual temperature is 11.3˚C, frost-free season of 207 d and total annual sunshine of 2690 h. It is a large
temperature difference between day and night in autumn, the natural environment is very suitable for apple
growth.

2.2. Sample Collection
In September 2013, 90 samples of autumn shoots stop growing stage were collected from thirty orchards, randomly selected from the study area, in Qixia County of Shandong Province three trees were randomly chosen
from each fuji apple orchard. Eight healthy leaves were taken from apple tree growing branches in four orientations and placed into a numbered valve bag. The valve bag was kept in the foam box. The samples were taken
back to the laboratory for subsequent measurement.

2.3. Leaf Hyperspectra Measurements
The diffuse reflectance spectra of apple leaves were scanned by ASD Field Spec 3. The portable object spectrometer has a spectral range of 350 - 2500 nm. At 350 - 1000 nm, the sampling interval was 1.4 nm and the
spectral resolution was 3 nm; at 1001 - 2500 nm, the sampling interval was 2 nm and the spectral resolution was
10 nm. Before measuring the reflectance spectra of the leaf stacks, a white spectral on panel was measured for
spectral standardization, after which the reflectance spectra of the fresh apple leaves were measured. When
measuring the spectrum, the leaves were wiped with a clean paper. Blade clamp respectively clipped three parts
(upper, middle and lower) of each leaf to measure reflectance spectra 10 times. The spectral reflectance of per
leaf was determined as the mean of 30 spectral data.
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2.4. Chemical Analysis of Chlorophyll Concentrations

The chlorophyll content of the leaves was determined after spectral measurement. About 0.2 g apple leaves were
cut from each leaf sample for grinding in 6 mL 95% alcohol with a small amount of quartz sand and calcium
carbonate powder, until the grinding blade into liquid, then filtered by adding alcohol for a total of 25 mL in
each tube [20]. Each sample for analysis of chlorophyll concentration was placed in a cuvette and absorbance
was measured between 200 nm and 1000 nm with 2.0 nm wavelength accuracy and 1nm wavelength repeatability using a UV-2100 UV/V is Spectrophotometer [21]. For each sample, three replicates were analyzed. Ca, Cb,
and Ca+b concentrations were calculated as follows:
=
Ca 13.95 D665 − 6.88 D649

(1)

=
Cb 24.96 D649 − 7.32 D665

(2)

Ca+b = Ca + Cb = 18.08 D649 − 6.63D665
Pigment Content =

(3)

CV
1000W

(4)

where Ca, Cb and Ca+b were the concentration of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and total chlorophyll a + b. D649
and D665 were the absorbance of wavelength at 649 nm and 665 nm. C was pigment concentration (mg/L), V was
extract volume (ML) and W was fresh weight (g) of the leaves.

2.5. Data Processing and Analysis
The differential transformations from 1 to 30 windows were done to actual spectral data respectively, the differential transformation formula as follows:
FDi =

Ri+ w − Ri
2w

(5)

where FDi was differential value of wavelength i, Ri was the spectral reflectivity of wavelength i and w was the
differential window. Correlation analysis of the chlorophyll content and the first differential spectrum of apple
leaves were done. The sensitive wavelength of chlorophyll content was determined by 30 kinds of differential
window scales. Spectral parameters of chlorophyll content in apple leaves were established.
There were 90 samples in the experiment, 70 samples were randomly selected to establish the estimation
model, and 20 samples were used for model validation. The accuracy of estimation model was explained by determination coefficient (R2), root mean square error (RMSE) and relative error (RE). The statistical results were
shown in Table 1.

2.6. The Methods of Modeling
Partial least squares (PLS) and Stepwise regression (SR) analysis were used to establish models for predicting
the apple leaf chlorophyll content.
PLS is a new multivariate data analysis technique proposed in the application domain. In the last ten years, it
has been developed rapidly, which can effectively overcome many practical problems of current regression
modeling. In addition to overcoming the multiple correlations of multiple independent variables and dependent
variables in traditional linear regression, PLS adopted the component extraction method; t1 and u1 were extracted
from independent variable X =  x1 ,, x p  n× p and dependent variable Y =  y1 ,, y p  n× p . The correlation
degree of t1 and u1 reached the maximum, while t1 and u1 carried the variant information in each data table as
Table 1. Statistical analysis of research data.
Samples

Observations

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

Variance

Total Samples

90

1.498

4.212

3.389

0.2063

Calibration

70

1.498

4.212

3.461

0.1943

Validation

20

2.511

3.736

3.138

0.1674
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much as possible. It repeated iteration and extraction until the regression equation achieves satisfactory accuracy.
SR analysis was started from a variable, then according to the order of the significant degree from large to
small independent variable effect on Y, the independent variable was introduced one by one. While, if the introduction of the latter, the introduction of the independent variable was not significant to Y, it would be removed.
An independent variable was introduced or removed by F-measure to make sure that every time the introduction
of new variables had statistical significance, so the regression equation only contained variables significantly
effect on Y.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Correlation Analysis between Chlorophyll Content and Spectra of Differential Scale
It could be found that the correlation coefficient curve became more and more smooth and the correlation had
been improved with the increase of the differential window scale from the chart of correlation coefficient between chlorophyll content and differential spectra under different differential window scales (Figure 1). When
the differential window scale exceeded 10, the correlation coefficient of water absorption peak increased gradually.

Figure 1. Correlation curves between chlorophyll content of apple leaves and the
first derivative spectral reflectance at different scales of differential windows.
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Two sensitive wavelengths and two maximum values of the absolute value of correlation coefficient were
chosen under different scales of differential window (Table 2). When the scales of differential window were
within 1st to 5th, the best result was at the 4th differential window scale, the maximum absolute value of the
correlation coefficient was 0.7231 and 0.7573 (at 526 nm and 692 nm). When the scales of differential window
were within 6th to 10th, the best result was at the 7th differential window. The maximum absolute value of the
correlation coefficient was 0.7512 and 0.7544 (at 526 nm and 691 nm). When the scales of differential window
were within 11th to 15th, the best result was at the13th differential window scales. The maximum absolute value
of the correlation coefficient was 0.7678 and 0.7567 (at 526 nm and 685 nm). When the scales of differential
window were within 16th to 20th, the best result was at the 17th differential window. The maximum absolute
value of the correlation coefficient was 0.7493 and 0.7550 (at 522 nm and 683 nm). When the scales of differential window were within 21th to 25th, the best result was at the 22th differential window. The maximum absolute value of the correlation coefficient was 0.7601 and 0.7637 (at 526 nm and 628 nm). When the scales of differential window were within 26th to 30th, the best result was at the 30th differential window scales. The maximum absolute value of the correlation coefficient was 0.7601 and 0.7637 (at 526 nm and 585 nm).

3.2. Structure of Hyperspectral Parameters
To eliminate the occasionality of a single sensitive wavelength, a and b were set for the two selected sensitive
wavelength of every different scale of differential window. Absolute value (Table 3) of correlation coefficient
was obtained after correlation analysis chlorophyll content with the data that processed by six kinds of methods
(addition, subtraction, multiply, divide and normalization). When the differential window scales were the 4th,
7th, 13th, 17th, 22th and 30th, the correlation coefficient increased with the processing of multiplication. When
Table 2. Correlation description between chlorophyll contents of apple leaves and the first derivative spectral reflectance at
different scales of differential window scales.
Differential
window

Sensitive
wavelength

Correlation
coefficient

697

0.6797

1

Differential
window

Sensitive
wavelength

Correlation
coefficient

526

0.7661

11
726

0.5024

526

0.6752

2
0.7143

526

0.7181

3

687

0.7545

526

0.7516

0.7531

526

0.7231

4

Correlation
coefficient

526

0.7673

600

0.7569

526

0.7601

628

0.7637

526

0.7731

598

0.7444

491

0.7588

22
686

0.7488

526

0.7678

13
692

Sensitive
wavelength

21

12
696

Differential
window

23
685

0.7567

526

0.7557

14

24

692

0.7573

685

0.7495

573

0.7446

526

0.7167

526

0.7438

522

0.758

596

0.7497

522

0.7521

585

0.7474

522

0.762

594

0.7475

526

0.7544

602

0.7426

526

0.7718

5

15
692

0.7492

526

0.7376

6

25
683

0.755

526

0.7645

16
692

0.761

526

0.7512

7

26
682

0.752

526

0.7669

17
691

0.7544

526

0.738

8

27
681

0.7519

526

0.7527

18
690

0.7498

526

0.7423

9

28
680

0.7546

526

0.7596

19

29

689

0.7535

681

0.7479

592

0.7527

526

0.741

526

0.7626

526

0.7625

585

0.7616

10

20
690

0.7451

30
575
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the differential window scales were 4th, 7th, 13th and 17th, the correlation coefficient increased with the processing of addition. When the differential window scales were 22th and 30th, the correlation coefficient increased with the processing of subtraction. The threshold for screening spectral parameters was set at 0.76. The
higher absolute value of the correlation coefficient, the better effect would be, otherwise the closer the better.
Eventually, when the different scale of differential window was 4th, the correlation coefficients of sensitive
parameter FD526*FD692 and FD526+FD692 reached 0.7691 and 0.7710 respectively, when the different
scale of differential window was 7th, the correlation coefficients of sensitive parameter FD526+FD691 and
FD526*FD691 reached 0.7636 and 0.7662 respectively. When the different scale of differential window was
13th, the correlation coefficients of sensitive parameter FD526+FD685 and FD526*FD685 reached 0.7678 and
0.7717 respectively. When the different scale of differential window was 17th, the correlation coefficients of
sensitive parameter FD526+FD681 and FD526*FD681 reached 0.7645 and 0.7690 respectively. When the different scale of differential window was 22th, the correlation coefficients of sensitive parameter FD526+FD628
and FD526* FD628 reached 0.7826 and 0.7806 respectively. When the different scale of differential window
was 30th, the correlation coefficients of sensitive parameter FD526+FD585 and FD526*FD585 reached 0.7725
and 0.7729 respectively.

3.3. Establishment of Estimation Model
3.3.1. Partial Least Squares Model
PLS models were established based on the best sensitive parameters corresponding to different scale of differential window of 4th, 7th, 13th, 17th, 22th and 30th, respectively. The best model was selected according to the
principle of maximum determination coefficient (R2). The results were shown in Table 4.
Table 4 showed that the R2 of PLS estimation models under different derivative windows increased at first
and decreased afterward, with the increase of differential window scale. While the differential window scale was
at the 13th, the R2 of PLS model which based on FD526+FD685 and FD526*FD692 were the largest, reached
0.7978. Therefore, the PLS model was more suitable for the estimation of chlorophyll content in apple leaves
Table 3. Correlation of the spectral parameters with chlorophyll contents.
Process

4

7

13

17

22

30

a+b

0.7691

0.7636

0.7678

0.7645

0.6672

0.6470

a−b

0.6421

0.6964

0.6922

0.6664

0.7826

0.7725

a+b/a − b

0.2004

0.1720

0.2470

0.0998

0.4425

0.1510

a − b/a+b

0.1870

0.1706

0.2475

0.0904

0.4282

0.1542

a*b

0.7710

0.7662

0.7717

0.7690

0.7806

0.7729

a/b

0.1901

0.1714

0.2480

0.0928

0.4165

0.1491

Note a, b for the two selected sensitive wavelength of each different scale of differential window.

Table 4. PLS models of estimating chlorophyll at differential window scale.
Differential scale

Sensitive parameters

PLS models

R2

4

x1FD526+FD692
x2FD526*FD692

y = 4.925 − 284.3x1 – 161,105.2x2

0.7821

7

x1FD526+FD691
x2FD526*FD691

y = 4.965 − 276.0x1 – 149,941.8x2

0.7944

13

x1FD526+FD685
x2FD526*FD685

y = 4.919 − 383.9x1 – 288,744.5x2

0.7978

17

x1FD522+FD681
x2FD522*FD681

y = 4.940 − 468.5x1 – 414,003.7x2

0.7955

22

x1FD526FD628
x2FD526*FD628

y = 4.785 − 1146.1x1 + 3,033,029.7x2

0.7717

30

x1FD526−FD585
x2FD526*FD585

y = 4.941 − 1323.4x1 + 3,234,936.7x2

0.7690
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than that of differential window scale of the 4th, 7th, 17th, 22th and 30th.
3.3.2. Stepwise Regression Model
SR models were established based on the best sensitive parameters corresponding to different scale of differential window of the 4th, 7th, 13th, 17th, 22th and 30th, respectively. The best model was selected according to the
principle of maximum R2. When building models, variables were repeatedly introduced or removed until no significant variables could be removed and introduced. The results were shown in Table 5.
Table 5 showed that the R2 of SR estimation models under different derivative windows increased at first and
decreased afterward, with the increase of differential window scale, which was consistent with the trend of PLS
R2. While the differential window scale was at the 13th, the R2 of SR model which based on FD526+FD685 and
FD526*FD685 was the largest, reached 0.7958. The SR model was more suitable for the estimation of chlorophyll content in apple leaves than that of differential window scale of the 4th, 7th, 17th, 22th and 30th, which
was consistent with PLS model. When the differential window scale was at the 13th, the estimation effect of the
model was better than that of the other differential window scales.

3.4. Model Validation
When the differential window scale was at the 13th, the absolute coefficient R2 of the model had greater value.
The 20 validation samples were brought into the PLS and SR models, y = 4.919 − 383.9x1 – 288,744.5x2 and y =
4.746 − 259.0*x1 – 382,188.4*x2, which were established when differential window scale was at the 13th. Figure 2 was obtained by fitting estimate values with the measured values.
Table 5. SR models of estimating chlorophyll contents at differential window scale.
Differential scale

Sensitive parameters

SR models

R2

4

x1FD526+FD692
x2FD526*FD692

y = 4.4125 − 7.3509*x1 – 315,637.3*x2

0.7878

7

x1FD526+FD691
x2FD526*FD691

y = 4.770 − 178.7*x1 – 20,2524.0*x2

0.7951

13

x1FD526+FD685
x2FD526*FD685

y = 4.746 − 259.0*x1 – 382,188.4*x2

0.7985

17

x1FD522+FD681
x2FD522*FD681

y = 4.814 − 361.6*x1 – 508,103.6*x2

0.7958

22

x1FD526FD628
x2FD526*FD628

y = 5.091 − 1737.5*x1 + 1,433,160.0*x2

0.7759

30

x1FD526−FD585
x2FD526*FD585

y = 4.824 − 1043.1*x1 + 3,917,144.2*x2

0.7694

Figure 2. Chlorophyll content measured values and estimated values 1:1 scatter diagram at differential window scale 13th
(left: SR model, right: PLS model).
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In the SR regression model, R2 was higher than that in the PLS regression model of 0.0015, RMSE was lower
than that of the PLS regression model of 0.0007, RE was lower than that of the PLS regression model of 0.03.
SR regression model was better than that of PLS to estimate the chlorophyll content of apple leaves at differential window scale 13th.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
Differential treatment was a common method of spectral processing. Differential processing could eliminate the
effect of linear and quadric form background noise on the spectrum. From previous studies on chlorophyll content, the differential scale window used in the transformation of the actual spectral data was 2 [9] [11] [16].
There was no research on the different differential scale window of spectral data transformation and the selection of the best differential scale. In this study, the first differential transformation from 1 to 30 window scales
was performed on the actual spectral data respectively. Correlation analyses were done between apple leaf chlorophyll content and first differential data. With the increase of differential window scale, the correlation coefficient curves of the first order differential value of the actual spectrum and the chlorophyll content of apple
leaves gradually became smooth and the R2 of estimation model under different derivative window scales decreased after initial increase. The differential of the large window scales had a certain effect of eliminating noise
on the spectrum. First differential transformation of 1 to 30 window scales was studied in this research, the
higher differential window scales was not studied and discussed. It needs to be examined in later study.
The established estimation model provided the best results when the derivative window was at the 13th. Testing the PLS model and the SR model established under differential window 13th found that the R2 of the SR
model was higher than that of the PLS model. The RMSE and RE% of the SR model were lower than that of the
PLS model, which showed that SR model was more suitable to estimate chlorophyll content.
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